Sprecher + Schuh
ECOModul Signal Towers
40mm, 60mm and 70mm Economical Modular Warning
Tower Lights.
Best of Class
High grade and comprehensive, this modular line of 40, 60 and 70mm diameter
signaling towers are flexible, economical, and easy to assemble and install.
Include up to 5 modules per tower, or four with a sound option. The optional
Double Sided mount allows up to ten modules for even greater flexibility. Order
as components or assembled to your specifications from our panel shop.
Modern Construction for Today’s
Industrial Applications
Industrial polycarbonate is used to construct
all light modules and bases. Features
include incandescent, LED or strobe
illumination, piezo sound tones, and
aluminum pole bases and extension poles,
including the Quick Release adapter. All
poles are offered in several lengths, and may
be cut to a specific length if required. A
variety of standard bases offered include
surface mount, pole mount, and side
mounting for vertical equipment surfaces and
walls.

All ECOmodul tower lights meet UL Type 4 / 4X / 13 and IP66 guidelines for use
indoors or out. Some models include the HD option, a High Performance LED
module for exceptional visibility designed for outdoor, daylight or hazardous
signaling applications. No other manufacturer offers this extensive range of
options and environmental approvals.
Easy Assembly, Change-out and Maintenance
Up to five modules of the same voltage may be combined in any order with a
simple twist of the wrist. Each light module has a bayonet locking system and
finger protection that allows it to be “hot swapped” if necessary. With reassembly
of the Warning Tower, all modules are under power again, automatically. To
prevent unauthorized opening, optional set screws may be used to lock each
module in place.
Compare These Features















Modules include universal black polycarbonate housing
and cap
Steady incandescent illumination
Long life LED illumination in steady, flashing, strobe, or
multi-strobe
High Performance LED illumination in steady, strobe, or
multi-strobe
Common voltages from 12V AC/DC up to 240V AC
Aluminum pole bases from 10cm to 40cm, plus 10cm
base extender
Piezo buzzer and multi-tone sound modules with easy
connection terminals
Nine different mounting options
Excellent cost to performance ratio



Order complete assemblies or components

Sprecher + Schuh is the exclusive reseller of Auer Signaling solutions in the
United States and Canada.

